Accommodated forms are aligned to the test blueprint specifications for each grade and content area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>Online Accommodated Form (scorable)</th>
<th>Paper Accommodated Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **English Language Arts/Literacy** | • Text-to-Speech  
• Screen Reader/Non-Screen Reader  
• American Sign Language  
• Closed Captioning | • Paper-Based  
• Large Print  
• Braille  
• Read Aloud  
• Human Reader/Signer |
| **Grades 3 – 11**          |                                                                          |                                                              |
| *Mathematics*              | • Text-to-Speech  
• Screen Reader/Non-Screen Reader  
• American Sign Language  
• Spanish  
• Spanish Text-to-Speech | • Paper-Based  
• Large Print Test  
• Braille  
• Read Aloud  
• Spanish  
• Spanish Large Print  
• Human Reader/Signer |
|                             |                                                                          |                                                              |
| *Integrated Math I, II, III* | • American Sign Language  
• Text to Speech  
• Spanish  
• Spanish Text-to-Speech | • Paper-Based  
• Large Print  
• Braille  
• Read Aloud  
• Spanish  
• Spanish Large Print |